
 
 

LRC9 Mould Remover  
 

To clean and kill mould on all types of surfaces, from leather to UPVc window frames, walls to fabrics, if you have 

an item suffering from mould then you need to use the LRC9 Mould Remover. 

Mould can grow on leather items, we find this a great deal with items that have been left in storage or items like 

leather handbags and leather jackets that have been stored in wardrobes for a long period of time or have been put 

away damp. 

Cleaning mould depending how bad it is, must be done with care, black spots in bathroom and shower rooms around 

tiles isn’t as bad as mould that’s growing into a powder fungi type. The black fungi type can release powder toxins 

into the air causing major breathing issues and asthma, so if the black mould has gone to this stage, then it’s advised 

you proceed with great care and caution.  

Within bathrooms, shower and kitchens spray directly onto the mould and agitate with a brucle brush or nail brush, 

scrub this gently to avoid damaging any sealant around tiled areas. Once scrubbed wipe away with a damp cloth if 

some mould spots continue to there proceed to clean again until all spots have been removed. 

The mould remover leaves behind a barrier of protection to help prevent and slow down any further growth, this 

can’t be stopped 100%, but the barrier protection that’s left will reduce growth considerably. 

Always use in a well-ventilated area, leave windows and doors open when spraying, wear protective gloves if you 

have skin allergies and mask if you have breathing issues.  

Spray directly onto the areas to be cleaned, leave to dwell, or agitate into the surface to penetrate the mould growth. 

Where severe staining has happened it may not be possible to remove all staining as mould can colour items when 

left on the surface for long periods of time.  

Scrub in with a brucle cleaning brush, or if on leather items, like leather handbags, leather jackets, leather shoes, 

leather sofas or leather car interiors, use a bamboo fibre applicator pad to gently wipe over the leather’s surface to 

remove any mould residues and to clean off. Once you have applied the mould remover to the bamboo pad, gently 

wipe over to remove the mould, on car interiors and sofas you can, once the majority has been removed, use a brucle 

leather cleaning brush to remove the balance.  

With areas like walls, tiles, and wallpaper it’s best to use a soft cloth or something like a bamboo fibre cloth or a 

terry towel to wipe the surface down. With wallpaper it is advised not to scrub with a brush as this can cause damage 

to the surface, on wallpaper just use a soft, clean cloth to wipe down the surface. 

Mould is a killer for a lot of people who suffer with breathing issues, so stopping mould quickly is essential. Mould 

does not always just grow in damp buildings it requires the correct temperatures to germinate, this involves the 

correct air flow, along with the correct humidity. Typically, this is where a window is left slightly open after it has 

been very warm and the temperature in the car or room in your home starts to cool. The moisture in the air, when a 

car or room is warm, can absorb 60% of one cubic meter of moisture from the air. A car or room would need to be 

around 20°C, but when the temperature drops down 10°C or below the area can only absorb half the amount of 

moisture within that space, this means the moisture in the air that can’t be absorbed forms into condensation, this is 

when mould starts to grow. 

 



 

We see this a great deal with classic cars where they have been put away for winter warming up the car’s engine by 

allowing it run for an hour or taking it for its last drive, then putting loads of leather food on the interior, leaving a 

window slightly down putting a cover over the car for winter and you have created the perfect breeding ground for 

mould to grow. 

When you are cleaning items such as Aniline Leathers,  Nappa Leather and Semi Aniline Leather, pigmented leather 

or vachetta leather,  always apply a protection product after use, using protection products will also help prevent 

mould growth in the future.  

Take a look at the YouTube Video about this product  

Available sizes, 50ml – 1.7fl oz, 100ml – 3.4 fl oz, 250ml – 8.5 fl oz, 500ml – 17 fl oz, 1ltr – 34 fl oz, 5ltr – 176 fl 

oz Warranty, 12 months from point of sale. 

Use Within, Use within 24 months of purchase. 

Manufacturers Warranty 12 months from point of sale. 

Temperatures, do not allow to freeze or go below 7 ℃. 

Before Use, always check in a small hidden area before using to ensure no colour is released. 

Colour, a clear liquid. 

Smell, no scent has been added. 

Formula, water-based cleaning solution. 

Skin Allergies, if you have skin allergies always wear gloves. 

Cautions, Use in a well ventilated area – Harmful if swallowed. Keep out of reach of children, may cause skin 

irritation. Seek medical attention at once, do not induce vomiting. Avoid contact with eyes, rinse cautiously with 

water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do so, continue rinsing. Always user wear a 

mask to prevent breathing in vapours.  

Uses, to be used on all types of leather, proceed with caution on two tone items, can be used on plastic trim, won’t 

affect fabrics beside leather, also works on fake leathers. Kitchens, tiled surfaces, painted walls, fabrics, floors, 

wallpapered walls, metals surfaces, UPVc, Glass, including wooden surfaces. 

Works on, furniture, handbags, leather jackets, shoes, motorcycle suits, equestrian, purses, car interiors, anilines, 

vinyl’s, pigmented, semi aniline, waxy pull-up, two tone, antique, rub-off, faux, vegan, bonded and by cast leathers. 

Kitchens, tiled surfaces, painted walls, fabrics, floors, wallpapered walls, metals surfaces, UPVc, Glass, granite, 

marble including wooden surfaces. 

https://prorestorers.co.uk/knowledgebase/aniline-leather/
https://prorestorers.co.uk/knowledgebase/nappa-leather/
https://prorestorers.co.uk/knowledgebase/semi-aniline/
https://prorestorers.co.uk/knowledgebase/pigmented-leather/
https://prorestorers.co.uk/knowledgebase/vachetta-leather/
https://youtu.be/LoDp5l83e2E

